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Icebreaker: Companies vs. VET. “Needs Analysis” for WBL
4-Step Method. Instructing a Trainee

Topic in the Training Program:
During. Practical Training Methods
Competence
be trained:
howIntroduction:
to instruct aQuality
trainee to
specfic task
Topic intothe
Training Program:
of perform
VET andaWBL
Submitted
by:
Žunda, Baltic
Bright,
Latvia
Competence
to be trained: VitaIdentifying
problems
in VET
and(zunda.vita@gmail.com)
WBL and sharing responsibility.

Understanding the need for closer cooperation between VET and
companies
Working in small groups (3-5 participants)
by: discuss method
Vitadescription;
Žunda, Baltic Bright,
Task:Submitted
1) read and
do youLatvia
use (zunda.vita@gmail.com)
something similar?

2) watch the video and identify 4 steps. Assess Tutor’s work in the video (link).
3) Simulation game: within your group prepare a task/activity which you will
1 using 4-step method. Choose the Tutor/Mentor who will do the
teach Step
a Trainee
The participants
divided into
2 groups
instructing.
Chooseare
a Trainee
from
participants outside your group. After preparation,
+
demonstrate
“instructing
a trainee”
to all participants.
- Group
of VET schools’
representatives/tutors

+

-

-

Group of Companies’ representatives.
Each group is given a big fipchart sheet. The sheet is divided
into 2 sections.

-

The Company group has brainstorm, discuss and write down
What VET schools do wrong (do badly), where they fail
What VET schools do right (do well)

The VET School group has to brainstorm, discuss and write down

Trainee
demonstrates ability
to perform the task
independently
Step 2
Mentor provides
Company group presents their opinions about VET and
their arguments.
Trainee
practices,
feedback
VET School group presents their opinions about Companies’
in WBL. After each presentation
Mentorwork
supports,
(assessment)
(or after both presentations) there is a discussion.
corrects
-

What Companies do badly in WBL
What Companies do well in WBL

Mentor

Usually both sides are critical of each other in their presentations. After presentations they realize
demonstrates
that there are valid arguments
on both sides. Presentations and discussion provide a summary of
problems in VET and WBL. how it should be

done and in
parallel explains

brief
The ATrainer/moderator
may make one list of the main
problems
in VET and
conversation
to WBL. The list of problems provides
‘needs
analysis”
tandem training event, i.e., working
introduce
thefor
task
together to resolve problems and improve VET quality.

VET

Company

Step 3
The Trainer (moderator) invites all participants to discuss

Step 1: Greeting and introduction. Possible topics:
- Which problems can be solved through high quality WBL
- What “action”
will
be learned
- Which
problems
can be solved through better cooperation between VET and Companies
- Is there any previous knowledge, experience (or how is this task related to what was learned earlier)?
- Why it is important to perform it in a precise manner, is it part of some larger process?
- Work safety, or hygiene requirements related to this activity.
Step 2: Mentor demonstrates

Checklist BEFORE – DURING – AFTER. Responsibilities and Possible Actions of 3 Key Actors.
4-Step Method. Instructing a Trainee

Topic Submitted
in the Training
by: Program:
Competence to be trained:
Submitted
by: (S), WBL Tutor
VET
School

School

Before
WBL

Working
in small
(3-5 participants)
Find and visit
suitablegroups
C-s for WBL;
• Seeking/choosing WBL work• Meeting, agreement w. S on implementation of
Meeting
w.
C-s
and
planning
WBL
place
WBL;similar?
Task: 1) read and discuss method description; do you use something
Recommends specific Cs for trainees;
• Finding information about C
• Plan specific WBL periods at C;
2) watch
4 steps.– aAssess
Tutor’s work
in theWBL
video
(link).
Agreement
with C the
and video
T aboutand
indi- identify
• Interview
possibility
• Appoint
tutors
within C;
vidual3)
learning
plans, game: within your
• Review
individual
learning
• Select,
interview
Simulation
group
prepare
a task/activity
which
youpotential
will trainees;
• teach
Preparing
the process
and 4-step
documenplan
Agree
about
individual learning plans,
a Trainee
using
method.
Choose the Tutor/Mentor•• who
will
do the
tation, explaining to T, explaining
• Considering one’s own goals;
Trilateral agreement;
instructing.
Choosesafety
a Trainee
your group.
Afterinpreparation,
assessment, reporting,
rules, from• participants
Health check, ifoutside
necessary
• Decisions
C on paying a grant or wage;
etc.;
• to
Meeting
with Tutor from S to
• Preparing work places, tools;
demonstrate
“instructing a trainee”
all participants.
•
•
•
•
•
•

After
WBL

the workplace

•
•
•
•

•

During
WBL

During.
PracticalBaltic
Training
Methods
Vita Žunda,
Bright,
Latvia (zunda.vita@gmail.com)
how to instruct a trainee to perform a specfic task
Vita
Bright, (T)
Latvia (zunda.vita@gmail.com)
at Žunda, Baltic
Trainee
Company/ Workplace (C)WBL Tutor at

•
•
•
•

Agree about communication during
WBL
Trilateral agreement with T and C

•

Pedagogical/methodological support
for WBL tutor from C
Communication with T about implementation of learning plan;
Regular communication with C about
implementation of learning plan
Helps resolve problems, conflicts
Supports C in assessment of T performance

•

Meeting, interview with T about WBL
results;
Final WBL assessment;
Accept/approve of WBL reports;
Communication with C about WBL
results

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

prepare for WBL
Trilateral agreement

•
•

Preparing safety instructions, uniforms, etc.;
Informing other employees, managers

Implementing individual
learning plan and tasks assigned by WBL tutor;
Initiative in learning;
Comply with internal regulations and safety rules,
Regular communication with
WBL tutor at S

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introducing T to workplace and C at lasrge;
Monitoring compliance with safety rules;
Guiding T through learning process:
Assessment of learning and of competences
Regular communication with S about progress;
Traineeproblems, integration of T in workplace
Resolving

Discuss WBL results with S
•
Trainee practices, •
Self-assessment;
Ask C to provide
a reference;
Mentor
supports, •
WBL report or presentation;
•
corrects
•
•

Mentor
demonstrates

demonstrates ability
to perform the task
independently
Final
assessment
of T, explain, job offer for T?
Mentor
provides
Letter of reference for T;
feedback
Feedback from T about WBL process and results
(assessment)with S about WBL results;
Communication
Assess cooperation with S?
Assess WBL process at C and workplace tutor’s
work.

Planning WBL:
3 Key Actors in 3 WBL Stages
4-Step Method. Instructing a Trainee

Topic in the Training Program:
During. Practical Training Methods
Competence
be trained:
howPlanning
to instruct
to perform
a specfic
task
Topic intothe
Training Program:
anda trainee
organization
of WBL,
Responsibilities
of Key actors
Submitted
by:
Vita
Žunda,
Baltic
Bright,
Latvia
(zunda.vita@gmail.com)
Competence to be trained:
getting overview of WBL process and necessary actions, responsibilities of 3 Key Actors. Understanding the need to plan WBL together
and share responsibilities between VET and workplace.
Working in small groups (3-5 participants)
by: discuss method
Vitadescription;
Žunda, Baltic Bright,
Task:Submitted
1) read and
do youLatvia
use (zunda.vita@gmail.com)
something similar?

2) watch the video and identify 4 steps. Assess Tutor’s work in the video (link).
3) Simulation game: within your group prepare a task/activity which you will
Step 1: Who are the Key Actors reponsible for quality of WBL?
teach a Trainee using 4-step method. Choose the Tutor/Mentor who will do the
Vet Trainee outside your group. After preparation,
instructing. Choose a Trainee from participants
demonstrate “instructing a trainee” to all participants.
Vet Tutor

Workplace Tutor

Trainee

Through analysing real life example we come to agreement that there are 3 main persons reponsible for
demonstrates
ability
Quality of WBL: Trainee, VET Teacher, Workplace Tutor. They must be named by training
participants.

to perform the task
Step 2: What are the tasks of the 3 involved persons in WBL process?independently
Fill in the Table:
Mentor
provides
Divide into 3 smaller groups: Group 1 represents VETTrainee
Teacher;practices,
Group 2 – Trainee,
Group
3 – Workfeedback
place Tutor.
Mentor supports,
(assessment)
Groups brainstorm their list of tasks. Each group hascorrects
to fill in their respective column in the table below. Small groups can use flipchart sheets or post-its to develop the list of tasks Before-During-After.
Mentor
VET school (tutor) VET trainee
demonstrates
Before WBL
how it should be
During
done and in
After
parallel explains
Tasks of

Workplace tutor

A brief
conversation
to presents the tasks of each Actor to all participants. Discussion of each stage.
Step
3. Each group
introduce the task

Step 1: Greeting and introduction. Possible topics:
- What “action” will be learned
- Is there any previous knowledge, experience (or how is this task related to what was learned earlier)?
- Why
it is important
perform the
it inresult
a precise
manner,
it part
some larger
process?
Step
4. Pleasetocompare
of your
work iswith
the of
Checklist
Before-During-After.
(link)
- Work
safety,you
or hygiene
requirements
related
to this
activity.
Would
like to add
any tasks to
your own
list?
Step 2: Mentor demonstrates

4-Step4-Step
Method.
Instructing a Trainee
Method. Instructing a Trainee

Topic in the Training Program:
During. Practical Training Methods
Topic
in
the
Training
Program:
During.
Practical
Training aMethods
Competence to be trained:
how to instruct
a trainee
to perform
specfic task
Competence
to be trained: Vita Žunda,
how
to instruct
trainee(zunda.vita@gmail.com)
to perform a specfic task
Submitted
by:
Baltic
Bright,a Latvia
Submitted by:

Vita Žunda, Baltic Bright, Latvia (zunda.vita@gmail.com)

Working in small groups (3-5 participants)
Working
in description;
small groups
Task: Task:
1) read
and discuss
method
do(3-5
you participants)
use something similar?
1) read and discuss method description; do you use something similar?
2) watch
thethevideo
identify
4 steps.
Assess
work
the video (link).
2) watch
video and
and identify
4 steps.
Assess
Tutor’s Tutor’s
work in the
videoin
(link).
3) Simulationgame:
game: within
your
group
prepare
a task/activity
which you will
teach ayou
Trainee
3) Simulation
within
your
group
prepare
a task/activity
which
will
using
4-step
method.
Choose
the
Tutor/Mentor
who
will
do
the
instructing.
Choose
a
Trainee
teach a Trainee using 4-step method. Choose the Tutor/Mentor who will do the
from participants outside your group. After preparation, demonstrate “instructing a trainee”
instructing.
Choose a Trainee from participants outside your group. After preparation,
to all participants.
demonstrate “instructing a trainee” to all participants.

Trainee practices,
Mentor supports,
corrects

A brief conversation to introduce
the task

Mentor
demonstrates
how it should
be done and in
parallel explains

Trainee practices,
Mentor supports,
corrects

Trainee demonstrates ability to
perform the task
independently
Mentor provides
Trainee
feedback (assessdemonstrates
ability
ment)

to perform the task
independently
Mentor provides
feedback
(assessment)

Mentor

Step 1: Greeting and introduction. Possible topics:
demonstrates
- What “action” will be
learned
it should
be (or how is this task related to what was learned earlier)?
- Is there any previoushow
knowledge,
experience
- Why it is important todone
perform
it in in
a precise manner, is it part of some larger process?
and
- Work safety, or hygiene
requirements
related to this activity.
parallel explains

A brief
conversation
Step
2: Mentor to
demonstrates
introduce
theshows
task how to perform this task correctly, and in parallel explains, comments his actions;
- Mentor
- Trainee observes, tries to memorise, asks questions.
Step 3: Trainee practices
- Trainee tries to perform the “action”
Step 1: Greeting
and observes,
introduction.
- Mentor
corrects,Possible
and helps topics:
Trainee
practices
by
performing
the task for several times
- What “action” will be learned

- Is there any previous knowledge, experience (or how is this task related to what was learned earlier)?
Step 4: Trainee demonstrates, mentor assesses
- Why it is important
performthat
it inheaisprecise
manner,
is itindependently
part of some larger process?
- Trainee to
demonstrates
able to perform
the task
Mentor
watches
and provides feedback
endactivity.
- Work safety,-or
hygiene
requirements
relatedattothethis
- The assessment should be specific: what was well-done, which points still need to be worked on

Step 2: Mentor demonstrates

Workplace
asa Trainee
a Coach
4-Step Method. Tutor
Instructing

Topic in the Training Program:
During. Practical Training Methods
Competence
be trained:
howDuring:
to instruct
a trainee
to perform
a specfic
taskfeedback
Topic intothe
Training Program:
Practial
training
methods,
providing
Submitted
by:
Žunda, Baltic
Bright,
(zunda.vita@gmail.com)
Competence
to be trained: VitaCoaching
principles
andLatvia
skills; supporting
motivation
Submitted by:

Vita Žunda, Baltic Bright, Latvia (zunda.vita@gmail.com)

Working in small groups (3-5 participants)
Task: 1) read and discuss method
description;
you use something similar?
How to
build thedoconversation…
2) watch the video and identify 4 steps. Assess Tutor’s work in the video (link).
3) Simulation game: within your group prepare a task/activity which you will
PREPARE!
teach a Trainee
usingConsider:
4-step method. Choose the Tutor/Mentor who will do the
How
to
begin;
Main
questions;
GOAL:
have
it in After preparation,
instructing. Choose a Trainee
from participants outside
your
group.
- Possible“instructing
scenarios; - Future
plan to all participants.
mind or formulate
demonstrate
a trainee”
together

STRONG (RELEVANT)
QUESTIONS:
Use open questions

Trainee
demonstrates ability
to perform the task
independently
ACTIVE
LISTENING:
Mentor
provides
Trainee practices, show interest, pick up
feedback
Mentor supports, key points,
check if you
(assessment)
understand
correctly
corrects

UP:
A FOLLOW
brief
another/more
conversation
to
meetings
to
introduce the task
follow up on the
Plan

Mentor
demonstrates
how it should be
done and
in ON ACTION
AGREE
parallel explains
PLAN:

What will be the next step
…. Shall we try out …

REGULAR FEEDBACK:
encourage, support,
summarize

Why ask questions:

Step 1: Greeting and introduction. Possible topics:
- What “action” will be learned
- Is there any previous knowledge, experience (or how is this task related to what was learned earlier)?
- Why it is important to perform it in a precise manner, is it part of some larger process?
- Work safety, or hygiene requirements related to this activity.
Step 2: Mentor demonstrates

Assessment4-Step
andMethod.
Evaluation
in 3 stages of WBL
Instructing a Trainee

Topic in the Training Program:
During. Practical Training Methods
Competence
be trained:
howAfter:
to instruct
a trainee
toEvaluation
perform a specfic
Topic intothe
Training Program:
Assessment
and
in WBLtask
Submitted
by:
Žunda, Balticthe
Bright,
Latvia
(zunda.vita@gmail.com)
Competence
to be trained: VitaUnderstanding
process
of assesment,
cooperation for assessment
Submitted by:

Vita Žunda, Baltic Bright, Latvia (zunda.vita@gmail.com)

Working in small groups (3-5 participants)
Task: 1) read and discuss method description; do you use something similar?
2) watch the video and identify 4 steps. Assess Tutor’s work in the video (link).
3) Simulation game: within your group prepare a task/activity which you will
Task
teach a Trainee using 4-step method. Choose the Tutor/Mentor
who1:will do the
In
pairs, or small groups
School and
Company
agree outside
on as- your group.
instructing. Choose •
a Trainee
from
participants
After
preparation,
(VET tutors
+ workplace
sessment
approach
demonstrate “instructing a trainee” to all participants.
tutors) discuss

Before

• Discuss assessment criteria and tools
to be used
• Explain criteria to Trainee

1) assessment approach
used by the VET school
represented in the group
2) assessment criteria: where
are they formulated?

• Promote Trainee’s self-assessment

• Company: regularly assess performance acc.to learning plan

During

• School: discuss interim or regular
Trainee practices,
evaluation with company

Mentor supports,
• Check on Trainee’s self-assessment
corrects
Mentor
demonstrates
• Company:
provide documented ashow
it
be WBL
sessment of should
Trainee’s
done and in
• Company:
letter
of reference for
parallel
explains

Trainee
demonstrates ability
to promote
to How
perform
the task
self-assessment?
independently
Mentor provides
feedback
(assessment)
Role of
diary?

A brief
Trainee
conversation to
introduce the•task
Company: get feedback from Trainee

Task 2:
1) Companies share
examples of their
internal evaluation
• School: discussing results of WBL with
tools
Trainee, assessment, validation
2) VET schools share
– what is assessment
Step 1: Greeting and •
introduction.
Possible
Self-assessment
of topics:
Trainee
procedure at school
- What “action” will be learned
• Evaluation of WBL quality by VET
after
- Is there any previous knowledge, experience (or how is this task related to
whatWBL;
was learned earlier)?

After

school and Company
- Why it is important to perform it in a precise manner, is it part of some larger process?
- Work safety, or hygiene requirements related to this activity.
Step 2: Mentor demonstrates

FIND SOMEONE
WHO ...
Submitted by: TARTU VEC
Vilve Pohla, Ene Raid

PURPOSE
This is one of possible methods for
getting the participants to be more
interested in other group-members.

STEP 1

Distribute the worksheets (LINK) with
questions to participants.
Explain that they should find the people
who meet the following descriptions.

The name of the interviewee should
be written into the corresponding
box.

STEP 2
It is important to interview all participants.
More than one name may be written into one
box.
The task may be altered so that each box may
only contain one name without the names
being repeated.

STEP 3
The fastest participant to complete the
table, yells BINGO!
After this, you can check the answers
together and get to know everyone
even better this way.

Since the rest of the training process is built on group work that
requires communication between the participants, the use of
icebreakers at the beginning of the training course is of the utmost
importance as they help participants to get to know each other
and relieve the initial tensions with new people.

MINIMODEL OF
TUTORING
Submitted by: TARTU VEC
Vilve Pohla, Ene Raid

The task helps to give an
overview of the tutoring process,
to understand the role and
responsibilities of the WBL tutor.
The aim is to clarify the stages of
workbased
learning
and
importance of communication.

STEP 1

The participants get to know the
minimodel of tutoring (link).
The participants are divided into groups.
Each group discusses and writes down
tutor's activities at each stage. This is
followed by large group discussion where
trainer writes down the results on the
board.

STEP 2
The trainer introduces general and
communication competences (link
worksheet) to the participants
The participants go back to their
small groups and discuss the
competences the tutor needs to
perform the previously described
activities.

STEP 3

PURPOSE

Participants present their list of
competences to the whole room.
Trainer writes down the results and
discusses with the participants
which are the top five competences
described by the groups.

Participants allocate time to each phase
of the tutoring process. They have to
keep in mind in total they have 100% of
time that needs to be divided between
different stages.
This is followed by discussion why it is
important to spend more time in the 2
first stages - gettin to know the trainee
and setting goals.

The method introduces the minimodel of tutoring and gives a
quick overview of the tutoring process (setting goals, planning
activities, and supporting the trainee's motivation.
The method can be used together with GROW model (link)

TUTOR
MOTIVATION
Submitted by: TARTU VEC
Vilve Pohla, Ene Raid

PURPOSE
This task helps the tutors to reflect
on their motivation. What are the
factors motivating the tutor to
guide the trainee in
learning
process.

STEP 1

All participants write down the factors
that motivate them to act as a tutor.
The trainers ask the participants what
they have written and write down the
answers of the group on the board.
Then top 5 motivating factors are
identified.

STEP 2
Trainer introduces general factors of
motivation.
Theoretical
factors
of
motivation are compared to the ones
identified by the group.
Group discussion on internal and external
factors of motivation.

STEP 3
Every participant evaluates their
motivation as a tutor on a 10 point
scale (1-very low; 10 very high)
(Link to test)

The method can be used also with the trainees to
reflect on their motivation.

GIVING
FEEDBACK ...
Submitted by: TARTU VEC
Vilve Pohla, Ene Raid

PURPOSE
The aim of the excercise is to learn about
the importance of describing clear
evaluation criteria and how to give
motivating feedback to the trainee.
Participants are divided into groups, 3-5 in
one group.

STEP 1

Each group describes the evaluation criteria for
a given work task.
Example (link): How to evaluate the cleanliness
of a work station? What are the criteria?
No objects on the work station
No stains

No dust
All tools placed properly (at designated
spaces), etc

STEP 2
The participants are explained the
principles of giving feedback including
types of feedback messages. (Link to
Feedback ABC and Speaking for yourself)
Based on this information and evaluation
criteria every group words a feedback
message.

STEP 3

Roleplay - one group are tutors, one
group trainees, other groups are
observers. Tutor group gives feedback
to the trainee group according to the
feedback message.
Trainee group listens and says if this
feedback message was
understandable and motivating.

The method is more impactful if the tutor group is instructed to
give negative feedback. All groups take on all roles. The observer
group also has to evaluate whether the feedback message was
understandable and motivating.

GIVING CLEAR
INSTRUCTIONS
Submitted by: TARTU VEC
Vilve Pohla, Ene Raid

PURPOSE
The task is used to introduce the
topic of setting goals and giving
clear instructions to trainees in
the workplace.

STEP 1

Trainer gives participants directions
without explaining the goal of the
task.
Participants draw individual
geometric shapes according to
instructions.

EXAMPLE:
Draw one rectangle
Draw 2 squares inside the first one
Draw 1 rectangle inside the first one and
draw a line through the middle
Draw a trapeze touching the rectangle
with one side
Draw two rectangles under the first one

STEP 3

STEP 2

Participants show and compare their
drawings. Trainer and participants
discuss why the shapes came out
different.
Discussion - Why is it important to
explain the link between individual
work orders and "the big picture"?

The method introduces the subject of setting goals and
will be followed by SMART rule method for more in
depth goals analyses.

GIVING TASK
THIS TASK IS USED TO INTRODUCE THE TOPIC AND GIVING CLEAR
INSTRUCTIONS TO TRAINEES IN THE WORKPLACE

STEPS

Introducing the task without any instruction
Performing the task without any instruction
Repeating the task with oral guidance and
instructions
Group discussion
INTRODUCING THE TASK
Trainer gives task to trainees to fold as
much as possible paper planes within
specified time (5 minutes). No other
instructions are given .

PERFORMING THE TASK

Trainees are divided in small groups
(3 to 5 participants). Groups compete
in making as many planes as possible.
After 5 minutes groups compete in
flying planes. The winner is the group
whose planes fly better.
REPEATING THE TASK
Trainer explains what the participants
have have to focus on when folding and
gives paper instruction of plane model.
Trainees implement the task according
to instruction. Planes flying
competition is repeated.
GROUP DISCUSSION

Discussion points:
importance of team work;
clear instructions
cooperation and communication
within the group and between group
and the trainer;
.

HTTPS://TTT4WBL-PROJECT.EU

ASCERTAINING
PARTICIPANTS’ EXPERIENCE

THIS TASK IS USED TO INTRODUCE NEW TOPIC AT HIGHLIGHTING
PARTICIPANTS’ INTEREST AND AVAILABLE EXPERIENCE

STEPS

Introducing conditions of apprenticeship in 'X
company
Repeating the task with oral guidance and
instructions
Group discussion

“Ascertaining students’ experience” is a method targeted at highlighting participants’
interest in a new topic using available experience. Having summed up the outcomes,
the current situation is evaluated and a decision is made as to the training methods
to be employed for subsequent topics. While performing this task and presenting its
outcomes, the participants get to better know each other.

PRESENTATION OF TASK

Separate groups are formed from participants. Plan
is provided on a presentation slide to serve as a
guidance for students to get ready to present the
key insights of the group and relevant issues within
15 minutes.
TASK PERFORMANCE
Questions to business
representatives:
While moderating discussions, the lecturer encourages
1. How
are newa dialogue
employeesamong
(trainees)students.
integratedThe
in your
company? write down
participants
2. How
theirtrainees
insights
and observations according to the plan
are young
motivated?
3. Doprovided. They sum up the experience of group members
you assign
a mentor?
and
get
ready to present it.
4. How
do you communicate/Do you communicate with trainers?
5. Could
you give an example from your experience?
6. How
do you understand the concept of apprenticeship?
PRESENTATION, DISCUSSION,
Questions to representatives of training institutions:
SUMMING UP
1. How
do students find traineeship places?
The lecturer moderates and evaluates
2. How
presentation, sums up, comments,
do trainers contribute to the search for traineeship places?
provides an opportunity for the
3. Is
a trainer assigned to cooperate with business representatives? participants of other groups to ask and
4. How
give their contribution..
do trainers communicate with business representatives?
5. Could
you give an example from your experience?
6. How
do you understand the concept of apprenticeship?
Meaningful learning takes place when students actively learn on the basis of what they
already know or assume to know. It is aimed at ascertaining students’ available knowledge.
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